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1. Introduction 

A direct reconstruction of the deuteron wave function (DWF) from the 
measured quantities in the framework of the Impulse Approximation (I A) is 
possible in two types of reactions. That are deuteron electrodisintegration1 

cd....:..; c + np, and also A(d,p)X and p(d,p)d reactions. 
Existing experience in the analysis of the mechanism of the ,• + d -t 

n + p process ( 1* is a virtual photon) indicates a lot of problems for deuteron 
electrodi~1ntegration. The cor~ect mechanisin of such a process must contain 
obligatorily the following ingredients: ' 

• one-nucleon exchanges in the J A; 

• meson exchange currents; . 
• isobar and quark configuration's in the ground state of the deuteron; 
• strong nucleon interaction in the final state; 
• N 6.-rescattering in the N 6- -t N N process. 

So, additional information from experiments with the nuclear probe is of great 
interest. 

The momentum distributions of fragments extracted from the data of 
the above experiments with electromagnetic and nuclear probf!s demonstrate, 
on the one hand, a substantial discrepancy with the predictions using standard 
DW F in the IA and, on the other hand, a good agreement with one another 4, 

which gives serious motivations to search for the explanation of the observed 
effects not only in deviation from the I A but also in nonadequate standard 
DWP. Even at the I A level the following questions arise: 

• the number of independent components of the DW F {two in nonrela
tivistic theory including S- and D-waves or four in relati~istic theory 
including S-, P- and D-waves 2, or six in the spurion models 3); 

• what is the argument of the DW F and furthermore the number of them 
(one as in standard models or two as i~ spurion approaches); 

• off-mass effects for nucleon electromagnetic current l' N• N with .virtual 
nucleon N•. ' 

To determine the behavior of different components of the DW F, one 
needs to stu,dy polarization observables of the above reactions: At the present 
time such data exist or are in progress only for nuclear_probe reactions. Apart 
from cross sections, such observables as the tensor analyzing power T20 and the 
polarization transfer coefficient from the deuteron to the proton r;, have been 
investigated for the reactions A(J;p)X and p(J;p)d. Analysi~ ~f each of these 
reactions points out 5, 6, 7 no configuration consisting only of S- and D-waves 
are compatible with the data within the framework of the IA. 

The existing set of data is insufficient to separate the deuteron struc
ture from the reaction mechanism. So, measurements of new polarization 
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observables are needed. They can be obtained using a polarized proton target 
for backward dp elastic scattering (but not for the reaction A(d,p)X). The 
measurements of these observables are planning now at Dubna. 

2. Amplitude of the d+p --+ p+d (0 = 180°) process and general 
analysis of the polarization effects 

Backward dp el~stic scattering due to P-invariance and total hclicity 
conservation cari be described by only four independent complex amplitudes 
for the following transition Ad, ,\P --+ ,\~, ,\~, 

Fo+-,o+ = 92( s ), 
F++_.++ = 91(s) + 94(s), 
F-+--+ = 91(s) - 94(s), . (l) 

Fo+--.+- = -y293(s), 

where 91-94 are so named scalar amplitudes. Of course, all polarization effects 
can be described in terms of the scalar or helicity amplitudes. 

In case of unpolarized target the differential cross section dud~o> depends 
only on the tensor polarization t 20 of initial deuterons:, 

da(To) da(oo) 
~ = ~(1 + T20t20), 

da(oo) 
N-1~ =-2l91(s)l2 + l92(s)12 + 4l93(s)12+ 2194(.s)l2, (2) 

da(oo) 
T2oN-1

~ = -v2{-IY1(s)f2 + l92(s)l2 + l93(s)l2 - l91(.s)l2} 

where du:~o) is the differential cross section for unpolarized initial particles, and 
T20 is the analyzing power due to tensor polarization of the initial deuteron. 
The expressions for the normal (,;;1) and longitudinal (i;;i) polarization transfer 
coefficient from the vector-polarized deuteron to the secondary pr<>t'on: 

; ,', 

da(To) 
,;; 1N-1~ = 3 · Re{93(s)' [91(s) + 92(8) + 94(.s))*}, 

da(To) 
K1N-1~ = 3 · {I 93(s) 12 +2Re [91(.s) · 94(.s)*]}. (:3) 

If the proton target is polarized, the differential cross section depend 
on mutual spin orientation of initial protons and deuterons 

da da(To) [ 3 - - :.. - 3 - - ] 
dH ,~ ~ 1 + 2A1(8 · P - (ii· S)(ii · P)) + 2A1(ii · S)(ii. P) . ( 1) 
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O11P mu sec that the trrm 11 1(111) is responsible for_the asymmetry effect when 
spi11 orientations of both participants of the reaction arc normal(longitudinal) 
to the dircctioi1 of the initial deuteron :{-moment urn. 

In terms of s,alctr amplitudes the exprPssions for A1,1 are following: 

(fa('FO) 

11,,Y-1 ili1 = -'2 · Rc{g:i(s) · [-91(s) - 92(s) + 94(s)]*}, 

<fa(TO) 
A1A'- 1---;Jn, = -'2 · {I .1J3(s) 12 -'2Re Lq1(il) · 91(s)*]}. (5) 

In contrast to the differential cross sect.ion and T20 they contain the interference 
rni'1tributio11s lfr(g; · gj.). 

,In tlw IA (011c nucleon' exchange mechanism) with standard D\li/F only 
two a'mplitudcs ( real in this case) dcfi11c all characteristic,s of the discussed 
n•action. : 

The \·aiious models of·the deutc•r;Hi with additional P-wave2· 8 compo
nents is ccnnpatiblc 'with case, whc11 the process is described by four indepen
de11t (but real) amplitudes. Evc11 a part of mentioned above measurements ( 
for example, cross-sections, T20 , n1 forunpolarized proton t,arget and At ) arc 
sufficient to determine all amplitudes in this case. 

For realization of the complete experiment. program it is necessary to 
obtain data for t.hc polarization observables containing the fm(gi • gj.) nm
tributious. Needed combinations appear only for triple correlations of vcdor 
polarizat.io11s: 

,~ X /,~ · S~l, 11" §l · 11},~ X S:1 (6) 

and so on, where .'i; is the polarization vector of au i-particle. \Ve would like to 
stress that polarization transfer measurements in case all three paricles have 
various rnmbination of parallel or antiparallcl spins, docs not provide ucedcd 

information. o.5 ~--~~~-~~--~~~-
Calculations of A 1 per

formed for 011<' of standard DWF 
within the IA (Jig.), demonstrate 
rat.her the scale of the effect. 
than really expected behavior, 
because, as it. was mentioned 
above, this approach is not com
patible with the results of ex
periments. O11c can sec high 
sensitivity of 11, to !'-wave con
t.rilmtion. 

More dct.ailcd consider
ation of all these q1wst.ions is 
given in !J_ 
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CHTHHK 11.M., JlaAhlmH B.Il., PeKa.n:o M.Il. 
Ilom1pu3au,uoHHhle 51BJieHH51 B AeiITpOH-rrpoTOHHOM 
yrrpyroM pacce51HHH Ha3aA, d + p ➔ p + d 

El-94-154 

B TepMHHax qeThipex He3aBHCHMblX aMIIJIHTYA, orrpeAeJI51IOII(HX B o6m;eM 
CJiyqae crruHoByIO CTpyKTYPY aMITJIHTYAhl yrrpyroro dp-pacce51HH51 Ha3aA, pac
CM0TpeHhl II0JI51pH3aII,H0HHhie 3cpcpeKThl, B03HHKaIOUIHe B cii:yqae, K0rAa o6e 
CTaJIKHBaIOIIIHeC51 qaCTHII,hl II0JI51pH30BaHbl. IloKa3aHO, qTQ CIIIIH0Ba51 K0ppe
JI51II,H51, CB513aHHa51 C rrorrepeqHQH 110.irnpu3au,ueiI CTaJIKHBaIOIIIHXC51 qaCTHU., 
o6JiaAaeT BhIC0KOH qyBCTBIITeJihH0CThlO 110 0TH0IIleHHIO K B03MQ)KH0MY cym;e
CTB0BaHHIO P-BOJIHhl B AeHTpOHe. O6cy)KAaIOTC51 B03M0)KHhle 3KCrrepHMeHThl, 
Heo6XOAHMble AJI51 II0JIH0I'O B0CCTaH0BJieHH51 qeThlpex He3aBHCIIMblX aMIIJIHTYA· 

Pa6oTa BhIII0JIHeHa B Jla6opaTOpHH BhIC0KHX 3HepmiI 0115111. 

ITpenpmn 061,e;vmemmro HHCTHTYTa ll)'\ePHbIX HCCJie;:ioBaHHH. )],y6Ha, 1994 
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Effects due to the polarization of both colliding particles have been analysed 
in terms of four independent amplitudes which in the general case define the 
spin structure of the dp backward elastic scattering amplitude. It is shown, that 
spin correlation due to the transverse polarization of colliding particles has high 
sensitivity respect to presumably existing of P-wave in the deuteron. The 
experiments, needed to be performed for complete reconsctruction of four 
independent amplitudes arc discussed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, 
JINR. 
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